CIPS' crowdfunding campaign ends Aug. 22nd: Please help support professionalism and ethics in IT

In the wake of HeartBleed and the numerous recent privacy breaches that have created growing concerns, the need for professionalism and ethics in IT has never been higher. We live in a highly connected world where technology has become the central nervous system of our modern society. Technology has changed our world for the better, but technology also has fantastic potential for misuse as far too regularly witnessed.

Congratulations to the 2014 CIPS Nova Scotia Scholarship Award Winner: Daniel Deveau from Acadia University!

We are pleased to announce that the CIPS NS Scholarship committee has completed its evaluation of the applicants for the Dr. Stan Heaps scholarship award. We wish to extend our Congratulations to Daniel Deveau from Acadia University for winning this year.

Featured I.T. Jobs

Technical Support Analyst, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
IT professionals, Victoria, British Columbia
Developer, ERP Systems, Yellowknife, Northwest Terr.
Programmer Analyst, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Library Systems & Information Technology Operations Manager, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Software Developer 3, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Network Technician/System Administrator, New Westminster, British Columbia

Information Technology Analyst, Red Deer, Alberta

Manager of Technology Services, Ponoka, Alberta

Analyst III, IT Security, Calgary, Alberta

BRM Technical DBA, Calgary, Alberta

Senior Web Developer, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

See more Job Postings and Upload your Resume at: http://jobs.cips.ca
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IT professionals and managing compliance — confidence issues

Songvids and copyright

People, not IT, come first in data security, Toronto group told

TRENDING ARTICLE

IT professionals should take a lesson from the digital camera industry about how technology can impact the public. I recently attended a class to learn about my new Android phone.

CIPS INTERVIEWS: Josh Hong, Top Executive Chairman, successful serial entrepreneur and innovator

CIPS

Joshua is an Internet-media entrepreneur. He worked at Arthur Andersen Worldwide as a technology and corporate strategy consultant and Deutsche Bank in its global investment banking and M&A group prior to starting North America's first free-to-play MMORPG (massively multiplayer online role playing game) publisher, K2 Network, which became one of the largest free-to-play MMORPG publishers in the Western Hemisphere with offices in U.S, India, Brazil and Turkey.

6 tips to end SQL Injection attacks

An SQL Injection, when malicious code is inserted into strings that are passed to the database or parsing and execution, is still counted among the biggest source of network intrusions and data breaches. It’s an old hack, but the revelation this month that a Russian gang has amassed over one billion pairs of passwords and usernames. But stopping them isn't hard, say experts.

Share this article:
Featured Whitepaper: IBM mobile quality point of view

CIPS via IT World Canada

Predict success for mobile apps. Explore IBM's point of view on how to build a comprehensive testing strategy. Discover which execution engines are necessary and appropriate for a complete testing solution and how IBM tools enable you to test for function, performance, and user acceptance.

Share this article: READ MORE

TRENDING ARTICLES

Missed last week's issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.

- Featured I.T. Jobs (13) (CIPS)
- People, not IT, come first in data security, Toronto group told (IT World Canada)
- Featured I.T. Jobs (7) (CIPS)

Don't be left behind. Click here to see what else you missed.

An energy sector CIO explains what's needed to stop security threats early

IT World Canada

For most CIOs, "uptime" is all about whether servers or other IT infrastructure is running properly, but Doug Thomas is one of the few who is literally focused on keeping the lights on. Thomas is the vice-president of Information and Technology Services at Ontario's Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO), an organization that works between power generators, retailers, distributors and other entities that supply customers across the province.

Share this article: READ MORE

July CIPS Volunteer of the Month: Ian McLeod, I.S.P., ITCP

CIPS

What value has your involvement with CIPS provided? In my early career, I sat next to a fellow DPMA member, who told me to get involved, as I would get out what I put into any organization. I continue to believe this to be true, for professional and personal improvement. I have an extensive network of contacts and colleagues, built up over many years. Attendance at CIPS events and active participation as a member and board volunteer continue to enhance and develop my contacts, as well as staying current in the ever-changing field of IT.

Share this article: READ MORE

ITU-UNWOMEN: Gender Equality and Mainstreaming Technology Awards (GEM-TECH Awards 2014)

CIPS

We would like to take this opportunity to inform you that we have received more than 50 nominations till date from different stakeholders worldwide for the GEM-TECH Awards 2014. We look forward to receiving your organization's nomination before the 5th of September. The nomination process is very simple please click here to nominate:
http://www.itu.int/en/action/women/gem/Pages/nominee-form.aspx

Share this article: READ MORE

CIPS National Corporate Partners

The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for their contribution.
Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca

CIPS Connections
Frank Humada, Multiview, Director of Publishing, 289.695.5422
Download media kit
Oliver Kirby, Multiview, Content Editor, 289.695.5401
Contribute news
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